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              C O M P A N Y ’S  P R O F I L E 

  

   KATSAROS DISTILLERY is located in a privately owned area of 6000 sq. m. where technology coexists in 

harmony with the history and tradition. Our ancestor Nikolaos Katsaros having gained a copper still from 

relatives began to unlock the secrets of distillation in an innovative way (Thessalian Chronicles 1935), resulting 

in today's "national drink" of our country known to all as Ouzo Tirnavou. Since then with the secrets of four 

generations we still distill Ouzo using the same original recipe. 

     Our factory today are equipped with handmade copper stills, Inox tanks of  latest technology, a fully 

automated bottling line, and a production line which  is able to produce 2000 bottles per hour, offering  high 

quality spirits that makes  us both personal and national proud . 

     It is worth mentioning that our first exports (around 1930 in the early 20th century) were in Marseille, France, 

Egypt and in the USA. Today, we distribute in Australia, Canada, USA, England, Germany, Holland, Belgium, 

Austria, Switzerland, Ukraine, Czech Republic, Hungary, Bulgaria, FYROM, Albania, Cyprus, Iraq, Japan, Scotland, 

Congo, South Korea, Hong Kong, and we have recently reached an agreement to sell our products in China and 

Russia. Since 1992, our products can be found in Greek Duty Free Shops. 

          In present times, we participate in many International exhibitions and our fine distillates still gain medals 

and quality distinctions, such as Concurs Mondial in Brussels, ISW Germany, International Wine & Spirits 

competition in Hong Kong etc. 

     Our continuing presence in the last 20 years in Food & Drink Exhibitions in Greece, such as FOODEXRPO, 

HORECA in Athens  and  DETROP & OENORAMA  in Thessaloniki  and in Internationally recognized Exhibitions as 

FINE FOOD in Australia, FANCY FOOD in New York, SIAL in Paris, ANUGA & PROWEIN in Germany, PRODEXPO in 

Russia, PROWEIN CHINA and others have strengthened our position in the international market.          

         Today, we produce Ouzo, Tsipouro, Liqueur and alcoholic drink of Brandy type. While finest, noblest, the 

"crown" of our spirits is the Aged Tsipouro of Katsaros Family. 

  

 

 

 


